Meeting Minutes Arts and Sciences Curriculum Subcommittee 04/18/12

In attendance:

Robert Wolff (RW) A&S Dean's Office
Jerry Butler (JB) Art
Ruth Rollin (RR) Biology
Mark Jackson (MJ) Biology
Betsy Dobbs-McAuliffe (BDM) BMS
Tom Burkholder (TB) Chemistry & Biochemistry (guest)
Steve Watton (SW) Chemistry
Xiaobing Hou (XH) CEGT (guest)
Karen Tracey (KT) CEGT (guest)
Shuju Wu (SWu) CEGT (guest)
Zdravko Markov (ZM) Computer Science
Reginald Simmons (RS) Criminology
Eleanor Thornton (ET) Design
Nara Mijid (NM) Economics
Paul Karpuk (PK) English
Lisa Frank (LF) Finance
Sean Chang (SC) Geography
Mark Jones (MJo) History
Michael Gendron (MG) MIS
Joo Lee-Partridge (JLP) MIS
Adele Miller (AM) Mathematics
Jakub Kazecki (JK) Modern Languages
Carlotta Parr (CP) Music
Meeting called to order 3:15pm.

Minutes for 03/14/12. Approved.

Old Business

1.1 Add GEOG480. Represented by SC. Approved.
1.2 Revise GEOG518. Link to GEOG480. Approved.
1.3 Add GEOG480 to list of electives for Geography minor. Approved.
1.4 Add GEOG481 to list of electives for Geography major (Specialization in GIS). Approved.

2.1 & 2.2 (Represented by JLP) Add MC307 (Managerial Comm. II) and rename MC207 to Managerial Comm I. Approved as package.

New Business

1. Revisions to Ph.D. in Nurse Anasthesia according to GEASC requirements. Represented by RR. Approved as package.
3.1-3.6 Revisions to Chemistry and Biochemistry majors; addition of Major in Chemistry (not ACS certified) and Major in Biochemistry (ACS certified), revision of requirements for existing majors. For 3.2 and 3.3 (Physical Chemistry prerequisite changes), language to be clarified by moving PHYS requirement to beginning. Passed as package as amended.
4.4-4.7 (Course revisions for CET223, 236, 346 and 356). Passed, with note that title for CET356 (item 7) should be Color Management and Analysis.
6.1-6.2 Creation of ECON308 and replacement of ECON310 with ECON308 in requirements for major, Deletion of PHIL220 or MIS201 from requirements. Represented by NM. Passed as package.
7.1-7.3 Deletion of ENG386, addition of ENG467 (cross-listed with CINE467) and addition of electives for minor. Represented by PK. Passed as package.
8.1-8.4 Clarification of graduate credit for 400-level HIST courses. Passed as package, with addition of clarifying language to 7.2 that ONLY HIST495 can be taken for graduate credit.
9.1-9.2 Removal of grad. credit only from FR441; Graduate course deletions for FR courses. Represented by JK. Passed as package.
10.1-10.2 Revision of prereqs/coreqs for MUS315 and MUS 316. Represented by CP. Passed as package with the following modifications: (1) for both courses, Prerequisite changed to MUS101 (C- or higher) and MUS310 (C or higher); (2) For 316, Corequisite should be be EDSC425; (3) The fingerprinting language should be included for 315.
10.3 Clarification of requirements for major (CP). Passed.
10.4 Clarification of requirements for minor (CP). Passed.

10.5 Program revision for Major in Music Education (CP). Passed.

12.1 Add majors-only course PS250. Represented by RS. Passed.

12.2 Revision of major to add more definition. (RS) Passed.

13.1 Addition of GERO495. Passed.

14.1-2 Create TH147, and Change TH112 to TH147 in requirements for major in theater. Represented by SS. Passed as package.

Meeting adjourned 5:10

Respectfully submitted,

Steve Watton, Secretary, A&S subcommittee